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A product-market �t studio is our identity. Our sta� 
includes some of the most knowledgeable and 
talented engineers, designers, and marketers in the 
business. We take things from concept to product 
market �t. We help startup and stable companies to 
accelerate their digital transformation.



PRACTICAL
AREAS

DESIGN
We collaborate with your product management team to 
use design thinking to build incredible experiences. We 
design high-�delity mockups and quick prototypes.
Our guiding idea is a lean, contemporary strategy that 
guarantees quick, frequent, and high-quality delivery. We 
design with your future market in mind and incorporate 
features that will support the pertinent stage of the 
product lifecycle.

Design
Using design thinking and a product 

lifecycle culture, create products that 

people love.

EXPERIMENT
Lean growth culture helps e�ciently 

scale your market and gather data for 

micro-pivots

BUILD
Agile mindset and product lifecycle 

culture to support frequent and rapid 

delivery



EXPERIMENT BUILD

At the Describe part of our work, we work with you to 
develop a business model canvas that includes the 
markets, dangers, or innovations you wish to test. 
During this approach, you will have a useful one-page 
canvas that you can use to pitch clients and investors on 
your company. The majority of our clients view this 
one-on-one session as the 
most bene�cial aspect of 
our service. It's unpaid.

We work in collaboration with your delivery teams to 
develop innovative technology products quickly. To 
utilise the most cutting-edge cutting technologies and 
processes, we quickly construct prototypes and proof of 
ideas.
The Map, Plan, Build, and Launch phases of the product 
life cycle serve as the foundation for our operational 
principles.



VERTICALS

In the world, venture capital funding 
for health technology reached over 
$40 billion in 2021. Investors and 
clients continue to place a high 
value on you and demand nothing 
less than revolutionary.

The pursuit of product-market �t is a 
changing objective as a result of this 
�erce competition.

Health Tech

E-Commerce is a rapidly growing 
industry that has transformed the 
way people shop, interact, and do 
business. Diversi�ed aspects of the 
e-commerce industry make 
products complex for market �t.

E-Commerce

OUR
PARTNERS

A UK Based startup in Health Care 
Domain

An Indian startup in e-commerce 
domain

Indian startup in Sports and Recreation 
Domain

Join the Ranks...



TESTIMONIALSTECHNOLOGIES

PySphere provides a much broader set of 

applications making collaboration, �le 

management, integrations and team 

discussions simple for our company. And 

unlike other o�erings, it's so easy and 

advance to use.

Ankuj Rana
Play Bonker

JAVA Flutter Angular React

Google Cloud AWS Azure JavaScript

Android iOS Figma Adobe Illustrator

Excellent customer service and and quali-

ty work ever since! Great product! They 

built my website beautifully. Will de�nite-

ly do business again. Communication 

was great, highly impressive work done 

right on time. Wonderful experience all 

the way around!.

Shivam Chaudhary
Dekh Buy

Amazing service, well priced and very 

professional! Tailored to all our needs and 

delivered for beyond what we expected. I 

will continue using them as my business 

grows. Keep up the good work.

Harpreet Singh
Care Connect



Your vision, our passion  


